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Columnist: The deadly mix of alcohol
and driving happens more than we know

Read our predictions for the upcoming Super
Bowl and how you responded to our survey

Campus Recreation and Intramurals
now offers an Equestrian Club
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Chaplain: Academy fired
him over hazing reports
The Associated Press

GAINESVILLE, Ga. — A chaplain
at Riverside Military Academy said
Thursday he was fired after telling
school officials he was going to report
alleged hazing at the school.
"I believe the school has institutionalized hazing," said Guy Kent, who had
been at the school since 1988 as a chaplain and soccer coach, "and it's an incredibly stupid thing to do."
Kent said he was fired Tuesday after
saying he was going to report that alleged hazing occurred during an initiation rite earlier in the school year.
David M. Williams, superintendent
of the school, denied that any hazing
has occurred. He said Kent's dismissal
was a personnel decision.
Kent said students and faculty members complained to him about the alleged incident.
During the ceremony, an unknown
number of new students were blindfolded and forced to walk off a ledge at
least 10 feet high and land on a mattress on a concrete floor below, according to the complaints Kent said he received.

CLARIFICATION
In the article entitled "Graduation rate
lower for Learning Support" that ran in
the Jan. 17 edition of The George-Anne,
GSU was incorrectly portrayed in correlation to the graduation rates of the University of Georgia and Valdosta State
University.
Upon recalculation of the rates of VSU
compared to GSU, GSU graduates a lower
number of students through their Learning Support than does their counterpart.
GSU actually ranks lowest out of the
three institutions. We hope this misinfor
mation did not cause any inconvenience
for those involved.

WEATHER
TODAY
Partly cloudy, with a high
in the mid-60s and a low
in the mid-30s.
WEEKEND
FORECAST
Friday, there will be
scattered showers, with
a high in the mid-60s
and a low in the mid-40s. Saturday,
it will be mostly cloudy, with a high in
the upper 60s and a low in the mid405.
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GSU may add women's sport

By Chris Sherwood
News Editor

The GSU athletic department will look into
possibly adding a women's sport sometime in
the next three to five years, according to Athletic Director David "Bucky" Wagner.
According to Wagner, the two sports which
would be considered are women's golf or women's
track.
Representatives of each varsity sport at GSU
were told of the decision to investigate the
possibility of adding a team at the Student
Athletic Advisory Board meeting Monday.
'We are meeting with him (Wagner) today,
so we will find out more about it," SAAB member and current member of GSU's men's soccer
team Greg Dundrum said.
SAAB member Gail McLeroy said Wagner
brought the topic up at the meeting .
"He said that hopefully within the next few
years we will have another sport," McCleroy
said.
The board is comprised of one member of
each of the teams, and meets regularly with
Wagner and several other members of the athletic staff.
"We will look into it (the possibility of adding
a sport) within the next year or so, we want to
meet the interest of the school," Wagner said.
"What we weigh is if there is really interest
there (to add a particular sport) against what
we can do with the sports that we already have.

By Chris Sherwood
News Editor

Last summer, the Board of
Regents approved a GSU Parking and Transportation request that faculty and staff
would have to pay their parking fines prior to being issued
their hang-tags.
Never before had faculty
and staff been told they must
pay their tickets. Faculty and
staff who had outstanding tickets would be allowed a grace
period because they had never
had to pay these fines before.
As it turns out, this was not
the first time GSU faculty and
staff had to pay parking fines.
In a faculty senate meeting on
March 9, Dean John Nolen
made a motion - that the Traffic and Safety Committee consider the issue of traffic fines of
faculty and staff and come back
to the Senate with a recommendation. Alan Kaye seconded the motion. Larry Price
suggested that the committee
also consider the legal status
of the citations issued; there
was some question whether, as
a non-judicial body, Georgia
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We don't want to take anything away from
those sports."
Wagner also said he wanted to make sure
GSU was meeting the interest of the students
when considering a possible sport.
Women's soccer, the last sport to be added at
GSU, was awarded varsity status during February 1993. Prior to that time, there was a club
team for women's soccer at GSU.
"There are a lot of things that go into adding
a sport," Associate Athletic Director Frank
Ellwood said. "First, we have to have a recommendation from the Faculty/Athletic Committee. We look at whether the sport is sponsored
at the high school level in Georgia, we look at
the cost and of course we look at what the cost
of scholarships and equipment and travel will
be."
The Southern Conference currently declares
champions in eight women's sports (volleyball,
cross country, basketball, indoor track, outdoor
track, tennis, golf and softball) and 10 men's
sports.
'When it comes to adding a sport, we will
have to have a full internal investigation,"
Ellwood said. 'We will have the Title IX considerations and we will also discuss what is right
for Georgia Southern. The bottom line is, whatever we do has to be right for GSU."
Currently GSU sponsors 15 sports, which is
average for the Southern Conference. Appalachian State sponsors a total of 19 sports.

Faculty Senate voted to force
payment of tickets in 1988

Announcements

It is a desire of The George-Anne toprintthe
news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as possible. If you feel that something
covered is in error, contact a member of the
editorial staff at 681-5246 as soon as possible.
Thank you.

Statesboro, Georgia 30460

Southern College has due process in the collection of fines.
The college may collect fines
from students because they
agree to submit to certain rules
and regulations by virtue of
accepting their enrollment. The
motion passed unanimously.
The proposal was approved
by President Nicholas Henry
and went into effect Sept. 19,
1988.
An excerpt from one of the
1988 faculty senate meetings:
For the committee (Joe
Blankenbaker) moved that,
from now on, faculty and staff
members be required to pay
fines for tickets received for
parking a vehicle improperly.
Larry Price asked if this new
regulation would apply to college owned-vehicles ... Vice
President Armstrong said it
would. Blankenbaker answered
Dr. Stone's question about
rights of appeal by stating that
faculty, staff, and students
would have the same rights.
The motion passed with two
senators opposed and one abstention.
During this period, current

GSU Public Safety Director
Ken Brown was in charge of
writing tickets for faculty, staff
and students.
'They passed the resolution,
but it had no teeth in it,"Brown
said. "If the faculty didn't pay,
we had no recourse. They could
hold students diplomas (if they
didn't pay), but they couldn't
hold the faculty and staffs paychecks."
Brown said there were "off
campus" parking lots for the
commuters and then there
were areas for the faculty and
staff to park, and that the
charge for the decals was only
around five dollars for the full
year.
In the years to follow, GSU
developed what is now known
as the Parking and Transportation Department. Bob Chambers was appointed to head the
department in 1991.
"My office realized there
was a loophole in it," Chambers said. "Our regulations are
GSU's regulations, when we
started, it was always understood that faculty and staff
would be treated the same."

Founded 1927

There's nowhere else to ride'

Bikes could be banned
from the pedestrium

File photo

Campus bicyclists such as these may find themselves restricted.
By John Munford

Assistant News Editor

The issue of banning bicyclists from the pedestrium has
resurfaced again amidst student and faculty concerns of
safety hazards caused by careless bikers.
A faculty senate committee
has been formed to further
study the issue; the committee
has been given the results of a
June 1993 report from the NonMotorized Vehicles on Campus
committee which looked into
possible policies, procedures
and recommendations of regulating non-motorized transportation on campus.
"Before you start telling
people where they can't ride
their bikes, you have to provide them with a place that
they can," said William Ehling,
chair of the committee and
Campus Recreation and
Intramurals coordinator.
"That's why we need the bike
paths," Ehling said. "You have
to provide a place for them to
ride before you start giving tickets. We reaffirmed for Dr. John
Nolen (Vice President of Student Affairs) that this is an
issue that needed more attention."
Ehling filed the committee's
report with Nolen, who had
originally charged the committee with its scope.
"The number one issue will
be cost if the bike paths are to
be built," Nolen said. "There
are also a lot of questions about
whether the bikes should be on
the pedestrium or not. We must
also decide on how to enforce
the policies."
Senior Landscape Architect
David Hainley of GSU facilities planning is working on a
bicycle master plan that will

be completed next month. The
plan includes taking advantage of the new wider lane for
automobiles on Sweetheart
Circle to add a bicycle lane.
'We are going to propose
the addition of bike paths,"
Hainley said. The plan will
also propose "alternative
routes for. bikers other than
using the pedestrium" and the
usage of signs designating
riding zones and no-riding
zones.

A few incidents

GSU Public Safety Captain
Mike Russell, who was also on
the Non-Motorized Vehicles on
Campus committee, said there
have been "a few incidents"
involving bicycle-pedestrium
collisions.
'We wouldn't have this
problem if people would ride
in a controllable manner, but
some cyclists are rolling by at
90 miles an hour down the
pedestrium," Russell said.
'The problem is there's nowhere else to ride."
Part 40-6-294 of Georgia law
states that bicyclists should
ride on a roadway or designated bike path. Until two
years ago, sidewalks were included as acceptable places to
bike, but they were amended
out of the law.
Russell said that he considers the pedestrium a sidewalk,
but public safety officials are
not stopping cyclists unless
they pose a threat to pedestrians.
'We don't want to ticket
anyone since there's no where
else for them to go," Russell
said. "If a bicyclist is acting
reckless in his/her behavior,
they could be subject to a violation of University policy or a
violation of Georgia law."

Henry sees 'goodwill' between campus and the community
Managing Editor

Editor's note: The first part
of the following interview with
GSU President Nicholas Henry
was printed in Tuesday's edition. In this issue, he talks about
the Statesboro community, police-student conflicts, zoning
and noise ordinances, parking,
construction, and his own future at GSU.
G-A- What about our dealings with the community? ...
Tom Palfy with Food Services
has told us he wants to make
sure we're not competing with
restaurants in the community
by putting franchises on our
campus, which would be too
competitive with them.
NH: I am not familiar with

the franchise argument as
such. We want to be good neighbors with all of the Statesboro
business community, however.
G-A: You met with the
Chamber of Commerce recently, didn't you?
NH: fmeet with them regularly. I'm an ex-officio member.
G-A: You would say we have
a very beneficial relationship
with them?
NH: Oh, I think the
Statesboro community-campus
is really the best I've seen anywhere.
G-A- What's most contributed to that?
NH: Goodwill on the part of
both the campus and the community. I think there's a mutual appreciation of what each
adds to the other.

President Nicholas Henry

G-A- I'm sure you're aware
that a lot of students don't necessarily believe that. A lot of
them think the community has
been in an adversarial role
with the students in some
cases.
NH: Well, I'm aware of that.
I think the students should be

more aware that at the last
Day for Southern the
Statesboro community of
21,000 people contributed
$670,000 to GSU, and has been
contributing close to that level
for many years.
G-A: Who are the major contributors?
NH: Oh, it's very widespread. It's a very broadlybased level of contributions.
Some contribute more than others, but it's a very grassroots
kind of support. And those
funds go primarily for scholarships.
G-A: I was thinking also in
terms of government policy,
and the attitude students have
toward it. In particular ... police, zoning, the ordinance regarding noise and parties. A
lot of students have complained
about that. What is your feel-

ing.'
NH: Which one are you asking me about first?
G-A Let's ask first about
the R1-R2 zoning, the houses
where they can't have more
than three people ...
NH: There are good points
to be made on either side of
that argument. But it's not
unseemly for Statesboro to
adopt the housing code that's
already used in a number of
college towns across the country, including Athens, Ga.
G-A I'm sorry, what are you
saying?
NH: Statesboro has essentially adopted the code that
was in existence for many
years in Athens, which was
based on the same idea.
Statesboro is not trying to
deliberately harm any stuPlease see HENRY, page 10
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POLICE BEAT
GSU Division of Public Safety

Statesboro Police Department

January 24,1995

January 24,1995

Miranda Dawn Corey, 21, of
Athens, was charged with DUI
(.12) and a stop sign violation.

January 21,1995

Charles Ivy Reid, i9, Vidalia,
was charged with minor in possession of alcohol while operating a motor vehicle and a stop
sign violation.
Phillip Tanner Tippett, 21, of
Vidalia, was charged with DUI
(.096) and a stop sign violation.
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Joel Lamont Cole, 20, of
Conyers, was arrested for entering an automobile.
Brandon Mullins, 21, of
Carrollton, was arrested for entering an automobile.

January 23,1995

Christopher DanteMikell, 19,
of College Lane, was arrested for
drivingwith a suspended license,
a tint violation and having no
insurance.

Kimberly Marie Sowell, 21, of
Sylvania, was arrested for theft
by shoplifting.

January 22,1995

Pervis Hassen, 27, of Eagles
Court, was arrested for disorderly conduct.

Bulloch County
Department

Sheriff's

January 24,1995

Debra Perry, 20, of East Main,
reported a stolen automobile.

."..::

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Things to do at GSU

•An Evening with Poet Mari
Evans at Foy Recital Hall at 7
p.m. It is sponsored by CLEC
and the Communication Arts
Department.

•Battle of the Bands with
guest appearance by "On Four."
At the Russell Ballroom from 7 - 10 p.m.
• "Black Women in History"
will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Southern Center for Continuing
Education.

Tuesday, January 31

Wednesday, February 8

Monday, January 30

•Greek Founder's Day Ceremony will be held in the Russell
Union Ballroom at 7 p.m. It is
sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta sorority and the Black Awareness
Month Committee.

Wednesday, February 1

•Don't forget to catch "An introduction to the stars" at the
GSU Planetarium. The doors will
open at 11 a.m. It will be a 30minute program, no charge.
•Mari Evans' "A Dark and
Splendid Mass" in Communication Arts room 101 at 8 p.m. It is
sponsored by CLEC and the
Communication Arts Department and will run through Feb.
4.
•The Public School Art Exhibit opens at the GSU Museum
and will continue through Feb.
28.

Thursday, February 2

•A relationship lecture by
Robin Blake entitled "Love and
Relationships" will be at the
Russell Union Ballroom at 7 p.m.

Friday, February 3

•Psychic Readings by Robin
Blake helps you meet your future from 11 a.m. — 3 p.m. Location to be announced.
•The Ms. African-American
Pageant will be held at 7 p.m. in
the Russell Union Ballroom.

Monday February 6

•"Fort Mose: Colonial
America's Black Fortress of Freedom" will be at the GSU Museum. It is sponsored by the
Black Awareness Month Committee and the GSU Museum
and will continue through March
31.
•Psychic Readings by Robin
Blake helps you meet your future from 11a.m.—3p.m. Location to be announced.
• "Keynote Address: E. Lynn
Harris The Invisible Life' and
'Just as I Am'" will be at 7 p.m. in
the Russell Union Ballroom.

•A Faculty/Staff Talent Show
will be held in the Russell Union
Ballroom at 7 p.m. It is presented
by UMOJA.

Tuesday, February 21

• Don't forget to catch "An introduction to the stars" at the
GSU Planetarium. The doors will
open at 11 a.m. It will be a 30minute program, no charge.

•The Fettucini Brothers, a
variety show with a touch of comedy at the Russell Union Ball-,
room at 7 p.m.
•The Southern Center for
Continuing Education will have
a luncheon seminar at RJs Seafood from 11:30 a.m. — 1 p.m.
The lecture is entitled "Are You
Listening?" It will examine the
distinctions between listening
and hearing, as well as suggest
reasons people are poor listeners. The cost is $29, including
lunch and the seminar at RJ's.

Tuesday, February 14

Wednesday, February 22

•"Black Women in History"
will be held at 7 p.m.in the Southern Center. It is presented by
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Monday, February 13

•Valentine Video Buttons at
the Russell Union Commons
from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m.
•"Black As You Want To Be"
will be at 7 p.m. in Russell Union
room 247. It is presented by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Thursday, February 16

•A Keynote Address by Dr.
Dennis Kimbro entitled 'Voices
of Triumph: Motivations for African Americans" will be held in
the Southern Center for Continuing Education at 7 p.m.

Saturday, February 18

•Miss GSU Pageant at the
Russell Union Ballroom will be
at 7 p.m.

Sunday, February 19

•The African American Gospel Choir in Concert will be at
the Russell Union Ballroom at 6
p.m.

Monday, February 20

•The second annual Housing
Fair will be held today at the
Russell Union Prefunction Area
(outside the Ballroom) from 10
a.m. — 2 p.m. It is open to all
students, faculty and staff. Admission is free.
•A Keynote Address by Dr.
Claud Anderson entitled "Let Us
Stitch Together a Story of a
People" will be held at Russell
Union Ballroom at 7 p.m.
• "Black Labor White Wealth:
The Search for Power and Economic Justice" will be held at the
Russell Ballroom at 7 p.m.

Here at the offices of The George-Anne, we get buckets full of
mail day in and day out. We think you'll be surprised at some of
the foolish wastes o' tree that filter their way into our newsroom
courtesy of the U.S. Postal Service.
Total Amount of Wasted Postage this week: $1.11
Perot: "You college people"
♦Atlanta: Ross Perot's United We Stand America is seeking
college students' ideas and recommendations to the Republican's
Contract with America and other government issues. The contract includes bills and rule changes that the Republicans in the
House of Representatives promise to bring to a vote in the first
100 days of the 104th Congress.
Wasted Postage: Not available

By Chris Sherwood

News Editor

Eighteen students from the
communication arts department
will earn some hands-on experience in a research projectFriday
in Hilton Head, SC with the local
newspaper.
The public relations students
will conduct research consumer
surveys in four locations around
the South Carolina town. The
research is designed to discover
the reading habits of visitors to
the island.
After the project is over, each
member will receive a copy of the
finished project for their portfolios.
Lisa Fall, a GSU public relations instructor, is also a con- tributor to the Island Packet,
which is the daily newspaper for
the island.
"She has a public relations
firm there and has worked for
several years as a contributor for
the paper," GSU public relations
student Gary Cochran said. 'The
research we will be doing is very
common in the industry. The Low >
Country Outlet Mall has also us
to do some research later for
them."
This is the first year for the
program. There are a total of 13
public relation major students
in the class and the other five
a
members for the trip have an
emphasis in public relations.

Will he lose there, too?

•The University of New Orleans will sponsor a special 20th
Anniversary session of its annual INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL in Innsbruck, Austria during the summer of
1995, Over 250 U.S. and European Students as well as some 30
faculty/staff members will experience life and learning in the
magnificent setting of the towering Tirolean Alps in the "Heart
of Central Europe."
Among the distinguished faculty and guest speakers for the
special 20th Anniversary program are Dr. George McGovern,
former U.S. senator and presidential candidate.
Wasted Postage: 17 cents

Most Americans don't favor education cuts ITT?

•From the U.S. Department of Education: Two out of three
Americans do not favor cuts to federal education programs,
according to a new Washington Post-ABC News poll ... The
Washington Post-ABC News poll, released Jan. 6, found that
while eight of 10 people surveyed favor a balanced budget
amendment, two of three said they would not support such an
amendment if it meant that education or Social Security would
be cut.
Wasted Postage: 32 cents

At least it's not a Power Ranger Contest

•Kansas City, Mo. —The 1995 Hydro Power Contest provides students throughout North America an opportunity to
demonstrate their engineering prowess, ingenuity and mechanical skills while competing for recognition and thousands of
dollars worth of scholarships, cash and prizes... To participate
in the convention, contestants are required to construct a device
that converts the gravity potential of water into mechanical
power. Competitors can either design a device producing maximum power or maximum efficiency.
Wasted Postage: 32 cents
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Bring your own pottery

The George Anne

• Helen, Ga. — Looking for an artful getaway to rid yourself
of the winter blues? Unicoi State Park will be rousing the North
Georgia mountains out of their winter slumber for the finest.
And you thought Wet Strength Resins were boring.
Wasted Postage: 30 cents
— Compiled by JohnMunford

newspaper is
taking applications for
training positions in
Williams Center
room 216

Thursday, February 23

• Black History Quiz Bowl will
be at the Russell Union room 247
at 6 p.m. It is presented by The
Black Student Alliance and Educational Opportunity Programs.

Monday, February 27

•"Shikisha," a South African
Dance Company, will perform at
the Union Rotunda at noon.

Facing an Alcohol or Drug Offense?

We can help*

Call today for an appointment*
■Confidential Alcohol/Drug Assessment^
■Alcohol/Drug Education
■Outpatient Counseling
■ Flexible Counseling Hours for Students

l yi Willingway
ro
A A Outpatient
311 Jones Mill Road • Statesboro, GA 30458

764-6236

Tuesday, February 7

PR students
to go on trip

From our home-away-from-home offices in Jibuti, Jibuti

fl^**3****3*3*3*^^
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Cold Care Kits
available at the Health Center
through our
Cold Care
• No long waits to see a physician
• No worries

O

0

O

• Express Lane moves at high speeds
Kits are now reduced from the normal $600 rate
to only

Grilled Chicken Caesar Salad
$4.75

Check out our office delivery service 11-2:00 M-F

Luneh 11-2:30 Dinner 5-8:00

t IJt..ft r, ■ ,.,

Gal1 681

"5303

4)3

while supplies last

Also, Flu Shots are availible for $500
til the end of January
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES
681-5641

«•
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GSU department I
looks to expand

G-A

SPOTLIGHT

Professor publishes article

By Aaron Solomon

Staff Writer

GSU has experienced rapid
growth and an increase in enrollment over the last few years.
To deal with this growth, the
school has had to increase its
educational outlets to the growing number of students. One
department on campus doingthis
is the Chemistry department.
.>'■ i*
The department has had difficulty in making class space available to students. To deal with
this problem, they have been
searching for quality faculty so
they can offer a greater number
of courses.
Bill Ponder, head of the department, wants someone who
can research as well as be an
educator.
"What we are looking for is
someone who is interested in
teaching, and who is willing to
work with undergraduate students on research," Ponder said.
The department is currently
looking into the possibility of
hiring two new faculty members.
They need a biochemist and an
analytical chemist.
. "One of the areas that we
would like to fill is in the area of
molecular biology," Ponder said.
The chemistry department,
like most departments on cam* •
pus, hires new faculty to fill the
•i
»
vacated slots of faculty who have
1

•

1:
■

0

"

•

left, but in this case, they are
doing it to increase staff. The
goal is to be able to offer more
outlets to the increasing number
of students.
"Enrollment in chemistry at
Georgia Southern is growing, and
we have a need for additional
staff," Ponder said.
Along with the possible increase in staff, the department
has also increased its ability to
do research.
They will soon acquire a
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
instrument that will allow chemists to quickly analyze the structures of unknown compounds.
This should help the
departmentattract more faculty
that are interested in doing research, as well as increase the
quantity of research that is being done.
"With the help of Dr. Jeff
Orvis, we just recently received
a $100,000 grant from the National Science Foundation to buy
a $200,000 piece of equipment,"
Ponder said.
The other $100,000 is being
provided by the university.
Ponder said this is a big step
up for the department because it
is a big vote of confidence from
the National Science Foundation,
and a "big vote of confidence" by
the university.

Small town tries to
pass alcohol laws
The Associated Press

city more money."
MT. ZION, Ga. - This tiny
City Councilman Donald
west Georgia town, which has Newman said he is against the
been dry since its creation 120 ordinance.
years ago, is considering a move
"My position is pretty clear
some officials insist will help it that I will vote against it when it
keep up with the changing times. comes up for a vote," said
The Carroll County commu- Newman.
nity of about 450 people will hear
"I've seen so many families
the first reading of an ordinance whose lives were ruined by alcoallowing and regulating the sale hol."
of alcohol at the next City CounNewman encouraged citizens
cil meeting in February.
to attend the council meetings
"Even though we're a small where the ordinance will be distown, you never know when cussed and voice their opinions.
someone will want to do some"Our duty is to do the wishes
thinglike (sell alcohol)," said City of the community and if they
Clerk Anita Altman. 'We're just don't give us any input, they
trying to plan ahead. We know might not go along with the way
that five to 10 years from now we vote," says Newman.
things will probably be a lot different than they are now."
The 26-page ordinance, which
Altman says is patterned after
the alcohol ordinance in the
county seat of Carrollton, includes the regulation of beer,
wine and mixed drinks, nude
dancing establishments, restaurants and supper clubs.
Currently, the city has only
two businesses that could qualify
to sell beer and wine.
"One way or another, it doesn't
matter to me," said resident
Sharon Gammon.
"If they don't buy it here,
they're goingto buy it somewhere
else. It's just going to make the

•Marky Lloyd, a professor of psychology, had an article entitled "As Time Goes By: Maintaining Vitality in the Classroom"
published in the Observer of the American Psychological Society.

GSU Tick Collection featured in Georgia magazine

•The U.S. National Tick Collection housed in the Institute of
Arthropodology and Parasitology was featured in the Summer/
Fall 1994 issue of "Georgia Wildlife," the official magazine of the
Georgia Wildlife Federation.

Psychology professor awarded certificate

•Edward W.L. Smith, a professor of psychology, was awarded
the 20th Anniversary Platinum Certificate for 20 years of participation and involvement through continuous listing in every
edition of the National Register of Health Service Providers in
Psychology.
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Activities
GEORGIA

February 2

Psychic Readings
By Robin Blake:
"Meet Your Future"
11am - 3pm
Union room 254

• Zhang Jie, an assistant professor of sociology, recently published a textbook entitled "Introduction to Comtemporary Social
Psychology by the Beijing Normal University Press." Also, the
article Professor Zhang has just published in Adolescence is
"Modernization theory revisited."

The fifth annual Studies
Abroad Fair will be held today at
the Russell Union Commons area
from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m.
Programs that will participate
in the fair include The American
College in London; The Ameri-

Harlem
Globetrotters

Thursday, March 16 Hanner
^w
Fieldhouse
Tickets:$12.50 Adults $10.50 GSU Students
$8.50 Children (12 and under)
Tickets on sale NOW at the
GSU Ticket Office

Union Productions 1995 - 1996
executive board applications
are available in the Union room 207
The deadline is January 31!

can Institute for Foreign Study;
GSU's programs in Costa Rica,
France, India, Spain and business centers in Europe; and programs from eight other University of Georgia System schools.
Over 100 invitations were sent
out, and 16 will participate.

&

Where the SON Always Shines
Now Accepting Applications for Summer Positions:
As Pool Managers, Lifeguards, Swim Instructors, Swim Coaches
& Pool Supervisors
Jobs Available In:

Metro Atlanta, Nashville,
& Birmingham Areas

February

Excellent Pay

Wed. 8

Call Today
404-242-3800

f-aOGHSliNOIAS*

TOLL FPM IWIOBWATION & RESERVATIONS

&

Thur. 9

Mon. 6

15
BECOME THE FRESHMAN 25
BY JOINING

7:00 pm & 9:30 pm

Union Theatre

• $1 with GSU Student ID
• $2 General Admission
Coming Soon!

Beginning Jan. 25
5-6 p.m. • The Union

Krush Groove & Beat Street
Breakin' & Breakin' II
Union Productions Committee
i
Interest Form
i
Yes! I want to be involved in Union Productions!,
Here are the committees that I am interested in!! ,

• Learn How To Improve Your
Body Image & Self Esteem By
Setting Positive Goals That Are Lasting.(.

Sponsered by the
GSU Health Center

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK

Sun. 5

&

DON'T LET THE FRESHMAN

• Develop A Whole New Relationship
With Food

' PER PERSON DEPENDING ON DESTINATION / BREAK DATES / LENGTH OF STAY.

Thur. 2

Come See Us At The Summer Job Fair on February 9,1995 From 8:30-2:30

• End Your Battle With The Scale And Yo-Yo
Weight Loss-Weight Gain

DAYTONA BEACH

&

I0n»«j

Wi SEEN LAST APRIL ON CHS NEWS "48 HOURS"

PANAMA CITY BEACH

tamna, V

Mon. 30

This 8-Week Program Will Meet Every
Wednesday From 5-6 p.m. In The Union
Jan. 25 thru March 15

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

FebruaryI
Wed. 1

January
Sun. 29

TOTAL
BODY
ENHANCEMENT

BREAK

£

February 3

Sociology professor publishes textbook

GSU News Service

^wQ,

Union Ballroom 7pm

•Forty Georgia Southern students were included in the
"Who's Who Among Students at American Colleges and Universities." Students were chosen by a campus-wide committees and
the publisher selected receipients based on academic achievement, leadership in extraccurricular activities, community service and continued potential for success.

Study abroad fair held

UNIVERSITY

Robin Blake:
Love and
Relationships

Who's Who list released

The George-Anne would like your help in order to recognize
special people, organizations and activities on campus.
Anyone who would like to make suggestions for our G-A
Spotlight feature may call Chris Sherwood, news editor, at 6815246. Letters may also be sent to The George-Anne at Landrum
Box 8001.

SOUTHERN

For more information
please call 681-5641

' Coffeehouse
Concerts
Films

Multicultural
Special Events,
Publicity

'Name
Landrum Box
1
Local Phone
,
(
For more information on Union Productions
call 681-5442 or mail interest forms to L.B. 80661
1

Information Hotline

<s 681-0461

•s Office 681-5442 • Union Productions
Landrum Box 8066 • Statesboro, Ga 30460
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Managing Editor

Chris Sherwood
News Editor

Our Opinion

"HEY, SUSAN, HAVE YOU BEEN WATCHING THIS NEW

Students are not being
represented as they should

We at The George-Anne are asking the Student Government Association to fill its obligation of doing something positive for the student body.
This newspaper is impressed with some of the ambitions expressed by then-candidate Ryran Traylor in
April of 1994. After he was elected SGA president, there
were hopes that we could bridge the ever-widening gap
between campus and community.
That seemed to be the driving force behind his stated
goals, along with voter registration and a commitment to
volunteer service.
We believed both tickets running for election had
something to offer GSU students, and expected that no
matter who won, changes for the better would be seen.
Essentially, we have waited an entire quarter (fall,
which should be the most active time of year) to ask this
question of Mr. Traylor, his vice presidents and the
student senati: What can you do for us?
The current SGA officers haven't given any indication
they are being irresponsible. As far as we know, they
attend all business meetings and have a running dialog
with the administration. But if that's all there is to it, if
there's no drive to accomplish something new, what is
the purpose of having SGA elections? GSU could simply
hire students to represent each other, if the job didn't
involve something extra.
Perhaps this year's SGA just hasn't grasped the concept of its mission, in which case, they need to have a
serious brainstorming session. But if they're actually
doing more than we perceive, the communication lines
need to be opened up. At the very least, one would expect
SGA to use public relations as a tool so people think
things are being done. Perhaps so little is being accomplished that not even good PR would be beneficial.
This constructive criticism comes only after a long
wait to see what the new SGA would do for the students
it represents. Maybe someone there will heed our call.

Backtalk
Now you have a chance to "talk back" to The GeorgeAnne on any topic of interest, from pedestrium traffic
congestion to cafeteria food. Simply fill out this form and
send it to Landrum Box 8001, or drop it by The GeorgeAnne office at Williams Center room 223.
Name:
Telephone:.

Landrum Box:

Your 'words of wisdom1...

i
i

SOAP OPERA, 'THE STATE VS.

BETTER THAN 'MELROSE PLACE,' EXCEPT THIS MARCIA
CLARK CHARACTER NEEDS A BETTER HAIR STYLIST!"

■f

Drinking and driving is a deadly chance to take

Ifyou think drinking and driving is nothing out of the ordinary, read this.
"Drinking and driving. Ha!
No big deal!
Yeah, right man. I won't be
killed.
Give me a break! I only live a
mile from here.
Besides, I've only had one beer.
Give me the keys! I won't tell
you again!
You'd hand 'em over if you
were any kind of friend!"
"OK, man. Be careful. Go
straight home.
Here's your keys.
Oh, and man, when you get
there, pick up the phone
... just so I'll know you're all
right."
"OK," he slurs, stumblingover
cans into the night.
Across town, the late cinema
is over.
Dad and 3-year-old Tyler play
tag in the parking lot,
Running circles around
mother.
Whisking Tyler in a loving
embrace,
Dad hears mom say,
"It's late and somebody's tired.
Lets go home the short way."
Strapping in his sleepy son,
John smiles at his wife.
"OK,hon. I think you're right.
We've all had a pretty long
night."
Keys turn on the east side of
town,
And on the west,
One turned in innocence, the
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O.J. SIMPSON?' IT'S EVEN

IN OTHER WORDS
JANA NEWSOME
other bent toward death.

enough.

Phillip fumbles with the volume on his radio.
Diane tells John not to drive
so slow.
Phillip's truck crosses the center line.
Tired Tyler begins to whine.
Diane adjusts her seat belt
and John begins to hum.
Phillip pops the top on "another one."

Metal collides with metal, it
crunches and sparks,
The sound of breaking glass
slices the dark.
The truck slides sideways into
a field.
The hood is crumpled and
there's a crack in the windshield,
Where Phillip's head met the
splintering glass,
And left as its mark, an oozing
red gash.

John's headlights trace the
curve of the pavement.
Phillip crushes his last can
and does away with it.
Pressing the gas just a little
bit harder,
He speeds up to 80.
His friend thought he couldn't
drive.
He must have been crazy!
John sighs, then sees headlights.
Stompingthebrakes, the tires
smoke and squeal.
But, it is too late.
Phillip's eyes widen, he grips
the wheel.
Diane screams with terror and
clings to John's arm.
Phillip cowers in fear and
alarm.
The brakes go untouched in
Phillip's truck.
He couldn't get to them fast

John and Diane's 85 Honda is
as crushed as the can
Phillip had thrown out his
window.
Amidst the mashed metal, and
pieces of glass,
A car seat lies sideways in
rubble and trash.
A shrill cry is heard, again
and again,
For mommy and daddy to
please answer him.
The 3-year-old screams until
his throat burns,
But his desperate cries are
never returned.
Phillip struggles to open his
door,
As flames start to leap up from
the truck floor.
Sweat and tears sting his eyes,
and smoke chokes his breath.
His mind races, "I'll burn to

death!"
His fist finds a window and
breaks it through,
As flames start to eat away at
his shoe.
He slides through the jagged
glass to the ground,
Feeling no pain, for it had been
drowned.
Lying beside the flaming
truck,
He struggles to pull himself
up.
Grabbing a hold of a twisted
trunk lid,
He lifts himself up to lie upon
it.
Phillip realizes he's draped
across the Honda,
then he hears Tyler screaming in horror.
Yanking on the door handle
with all he could manage,
Phillip, sobbing,
Pulled Tyler's shivering body
from the wreckage.
Clutching the orphan with all
of his might,
He drops to his knees and
holds him tight.
Phillip cries out in anguish
and disbelief,
"Oh, Lord, please forgive me
for what You've just seen!
Oh, God, let me die! How
could I? How could I?
Please, tell me why!
Oh, kid! Oh, kid! What can I
say?
Tonight I took your mommy
and daddy away!"
When you drink, you pump
toxins into your body.
When you drive, those toxins
poison innocence. Don't do it.
Enough said.

'To walk the Christian walk' is definitely not easy
This past weekend I attended
the Consecration of the Ninth
Bishop of the Diocese of Georgia.
The service was held at Saint
John the Baptist Roman Catholic Cathedral in Savannah. I
stood at the front of the church
for the processional to help place
all the banners for each church
from the Diocese in their stands.
Then, moved to the rear to sit
with my roommate, other members of the Canterbury Club, and
members of Trinity Episcopal
Church from Statesboro.
We did not have the opportunity to see much of the service. It
seemed like giants were sitting
in all of the pews of the cathedral. But, it was all worth the
wait for communion. When all
the giants knelt for the transformation of bread and wine into
the body and blood of Christ, we
were, finally, able to see all the
bishops and priests blessing the
Eucharist. It had to be the most
breathtaking and awe inspiring
sight I have ever witnessed in
my life. Finally, havingthe blessing of the PresidingBishop of the
United States gave me goose
bumps.

THE ANSWER
JUDITH CUNNINGHAM
It was then that I was over- Ride of Life. Yet, each time I fell
joyed to be a Christian and an off the wagon it slowed down and
Episcopalian.
never left me on the long and
After the service, I began to lonely dirt road to fend for mywonder if this was the way being self. Every time I fell off someone
a Christian was supposed to feel. even reached a hand out to me.
Was I supposed to be in a state of Sometimes I was slow to take the
Utopia all the time for me to be hand and be lifted back up. Other
the "perfect" Christian? The an- times I was quick and practically
swer came back a resounding jumped back on the wagon.
"no" Sunday morning during
I have asked other people
Christian Education class at about "walking the walk" and
church.
every time I received a different
I have often heard, as we have answer. During my senior year
all heard, "if you talk the talk, the leader of my high school FCA
then walk the walk." What does said, "the walk is to love as God,
it mean to "walk the walk?" This and Christ loved, unconditionis another question I have pon- ally, and to let others see. the
dered on for more than the week- Christ in you." Sounds easy, but
end. I have been pondering that is it? NO. I have a friend who
question since I renewed my faith attends a Christian university
in God and Christ. Yes, I am in Virginia. She says, 'The walk
guilty of losing my way. I have is following the will of God no
fallen off the proverbial wagon matter what happens." That
several times in the Great Hay sounds even easier than letting

•J

others see Christ in me. But, to
follow someone else's will other
than my own. I have a hard
enough time trying to do what
my own mother tells me.
In Christian Ed. we are using
a book called the Autobiography
of God. I forget who the author
is. Last Sunday we read and discussed the chapter on the four
different kinds of hearing hearts.
I, not too much to my surprise,
discovered I have heart type four.
The fourth is too busy to stop and
listen to what God's will is for
me. That is something I have
known for some time, but did not
have the courage to acknowledge. It was when I was reading
this chapter that God sort of
slapped me in the face. How can
you miss a slap in the face from
God? That's just it, you can't!
To "talk the talk" is simple. To
"then walk the walk" is something in my life as a Christian I
have tried to do with a great deal
of difficulty. After writing this
article, I think it is safe to say,
there is no easy or perfect way to
"walk the walk." Of course, then
again, being a Christian has not
proven to be easy either.
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Your Opinion

The clergy has created a smokescreen against homosexuality

■ V
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Dear Editor,
In the "Letter to the Editor"
you ran entitled "Pastor: homosexuality is wrong" by Pastor
Kunkel, it stated "God hates
adultery and fornication as much
as homosexuality. However, God
doesn't hate the person." Are you
not placing conditions on the
unconditional love guaranteed by
Christ? Now I ask you, how does
God show his people the way to
his Kingdom, by teaching pure
unconditional love for all, or by
treating us as one of Pavlov's
dogs?
In the Roanoke Times and
World News (Dec. 9, 1994, page
A23) an excellent argument is
made.

"The Bible is much more than
endless pages of strict rules and
punishments. It had been the
source of much inspiration and
solace for thousands of years to
millions of people. Compassion,
(Luke 6:31), forgiveness (Proverbs 25:21-22), and inner peace
(Psalms 23) are all made available through these great writ-.
ings. My objection [the author's]
arises, however when carefully
selected passages are taken out
of context used to convince others of the righteousness of a personal of political cause. It cheapens Faith itself.
They claim that the Bible condemns homosexuality is literally
true. However, it is possible us-

ing the Bible to literally justify
widely varying claims and contradictions. This does not belittle
the Bible, but enhances its value
and wisdom by forcing each of us
to search for meaning, rather
than merely seizing upon convenient phrases that support our
own prejudices and fears."
When Christopher Columbus
sailed to the Caribbean on Oct.
12, 1492, he through the use of
Christianity, was able to establish doctrine that promoted slavery. In fact, "it was the Church
itself which sanctioned the classification of Africans as inferior
mortals" (The Journal of Religious Thought, Winter-Spring
1992 v49 n2 p25).

In the exact same manner that
the church promoted slavery by
quoting passages that would
show the immoral and unethical
act to be acceptable, many self
described "men of god" now seek
passages to condemn homosexuality. Whatever happened to the
phrase "love they neighbor?"
The clergy have created a
smokescreen to keep the general
public from thinking freely.
When one invites Christ into
their life but has a different revelation or enlightenment than
what the church is looking for
they hastily condemn it. What
gives you or the church the right
to say how Christ will show himself to another? Or will you now

place another condition on God
and says he doesn't like variety.
This issue is being used to
continue the smokescreen that
is used to separate, divide and
control large populations, just as
the church used the issue of slavery to separate blacks and
whites until finally the consciousness of society moved past the
old doctrine of the church and
accepted the idea that slavery
was wrong.
While you use God's word
against individuals by saying
"don't be deceived," God also says
to "love your brother"as an equal,
don't judge him or risk being
judged yourself. This all goes
back to the Golden Rule "do unto

others as you would have theil
do unto you." Perhaps M[
Kunkel needs to be reminded 1
this idea. Moreover, the lett<|
stated that we are born will
something "called a SIN Nil
TURE. In other words, we ai
bent toward sinning." Why wouf
God create us with the innail
desire to sin? Does God, for son |
sick reason receive pleasure
our hardship? No, of course no I
I feel so strongly on this bf
cause the battle lines are beir
drawn, and the church con till
ues to teach unconditional lo-\l
while using fear tactics to obtai |
their desired response.
Weston Johnson
student
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Pizza Inn
Wed
Coming
Feb 8th
Feb 10th
Feb 14th
Feb 17th

711 S. Main
681-9066

Mana

the Brothers Brooks and Bloodline
Todd Snyder
Swinging Medallions
Soul Hat
Donkey

Sorry, we don't have Pink Floyd, Pearl Jam, or Nirvanna coming!

Special

get 1 medium, 1 topping

regular

11:00 am - 2:00 pm Mon. - Fri.

* *

I .anier Drive
681-3030

Buffalo's Cafe

Thurs - Angie Aparo
Fri - Allmett and Barbie
Sat 250 Wings and specials!
Mon - 250 Wings!
Tues - Bash Nite S625 - All You Can Eat Wings

~ DRIVE
>' DRIVE

rarcm

Look for our Sunday Grand Opening with great specials coming
Sunday, Feb. 5th

♦ l^

IIwy301S.
681-9000

The Country Club
Pool Tournament
No Cover & More!
Ladies Night and
Mechanical Bull
Fri. & Sat. Call for details

Tuesday

Ladies Night
1/2 Price

_Q

Get on
AH Night
for the
BAR-HOP - $3
Statesboro Mall
764-3033

Vandy's

Pit Cooked BBQ Since 1929
Best Chicken Fingers in Town
Daily Specials
Ribs on Tuesdays

Catering Service Available

22 W. Vine St.
764-2444
Statesboro Mall
489-4492

Cinema 9 Mugs & Movies

871-5693

Y-Drive

Thursday

Wing It!

250 Buffalo Wings

O
OC

Statesboro Mall
764-3033
120 Northside Dr. E
489-4279

Video Warehouse

FREE Membership

Sun. - Thurs. 8:30 -11 pm • Fri. & Sat. 8:30 - Midnight

NOW SHOWING:
The Mask

COMING NEXT WEEK:

Previously Viewed
Movies on Sale for
$999

Clear and Present Danger

The Hot Bar
"■■/'

Buy 1 Dinner Buffet At
Regular Price & Get 2nd
Dinner Buffet at 1/2 Price
With This Coupon
Offer good from 5 pm to Close

0

•

111 N. Main St.
489-7009

If You Are Going to Drink Don't Drive

AND

If You Are Going to Drive Don't Drink

Sports
£*+ George-Anne

age 6

FROM THE
FAIRWAY
RONNIE SWMORD

>uper Bowl
redictions

Nell, sports fans, welcome to
one place that you can get
true story about the Super
vl.
fes, I know that we are all
:d of hearing how San Fran:o can't lose unless they
1't show up. Well, I will
iw you one way that the
jhty 49ers can lose the most
jortant game of the year,
ips, I forgot that was against
lias a week ago.)
scenario #1
}n the way to Miami, San
mcisco's plane crashes in
N Mexico and only half of
team survives. Final score
20 San Diego. A variant of
> scenario is if no one surjs and the game is posted for a week. In that case
las would win 35-14.
?hat is about the only way
t San Francisco can lose,
vever there are many ways
t San Fran might fail to
ar the point spread. (Note:
he time of writing this it
s San Fran -19.5.)
Scenario #2
r
ust like the GSU basketball
•n, the 49ers are hit with a
;terious case of the chicken
. After every other play
le of the players have to run
;he field and "relieve themr
es" on the sidelines. Final
•e: 18-13 San Fran in a
isy game.
Scenario #3
Ian Fran decides to switch
he GSU option offense to
fuse Junior Seau. After
ling 500 yards rushing San
n would kick a field goal
i :01 showing on the clock,
re ends up 3-0 in the ugliest
ier Bowl in history.
Icenario #4
>rett Jones will have
iroscoptic knee surgery this
k in order to be ready for
Pro Bowl. This would hurt
49ers offense because their
i-up tight end never plays
would probably drop two
ain touchdowns, causing
measly field goals instead,
re: 35-21 San Fran,
cenario #5
ti a freak of nature, hurri3 "Bucky" blows into Mi, but the only thing that is
laged is Joe Robbie Stan. The Orange Bowl is
:kly made ready for use.
/ever, many 49ers refuse to
' because, as Deion Sandputs it, "We refuse to play
i field where the home team
lid better than we are. And
better dancers." Score at
le's end: 25-17 49ers.
cenario #6
he 49'ers are forced to
:tice on a field in the Everles. As he dives for a ball,
i Taylor is swallowed
le by an alligator. Also,
>n finally finds some thing
. is faster than he is, a mad
>erhead. Due to many unmate accidents the 49ers
25 players and are forced
ill up some of their practice
ers. Score 26-19, Niner's.
would like to get serious
i for a few seconds. The
ect is football, and the old
ng that any team can beat
other team on any given
day is true.
[owever, San Francisco
s look unbeatable. And
n your third-team defenend is Richard Dent you
s a pretty good team,
or the record I will make a
for all you gullible people
like to bet with your
ids. San Francisco 46
i Diego 17.
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■ Hoops Doubleheader in Hanner
The Lady Eagles face Appalachian State Lady Mountaineers Saturday at
4:30 p.m., while the Men host the East Tennessee State Pirates at 7 p.m.
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Eagle forward Winters 'just plays hard all the time

By Jeff Whitten

Sports Editor

(Wilson Winters is not on the
cover of the 1994-95 GSU men's
basketball media guide, as this
season was early on proclaimed
the year of the three guard offense, and Winters is not a guard.
Hindsight suggests he might
have deserved a place ...)
It has not been much of a season for the GSU men's basketball team, either on or off the
court. A game into the season,
the head coach resigned and took
three of his assistants with him
after it was found that a junior
college recruit wasn't academically eligible to play Division I
ball. Rightly or wrongly, it appeared as if scandal was only a
hair's breadth away from the
men's basketball program. Two
other players were suspended
shortly afterwards, for some unexplained, but possibly related,
infraction. The suspension lasted
two games, and rumors flew, as
they tend to do at times like
these. Rumors that the NCAA
was planning to conduct an investigation of the athletic department, rumors that programs
other than basketball were involved in violations. It was a bad
time.
The replacement coach was a
former assistant with a famous
last name in collegiate basketball circles, but precious little
coaching experience, and ironically coached against his father
first time out. His father had the

James Hill

Fellow Chicagoans, Wilson Winters, right, and Sherrell Ford, left,
tangle in a Jan. 9 game at Hanner.
bigger, faster and more talented
team and won by 30 points.
There have been ups and
downs since then, but more
downs than ups, and it would
have perhaps been easiest to fold

the tents, but the Eagles, and
Winters, have not.
By normal standards their 610 record is poor, but these are
not normal times for GSU basketball.

Autrey scores 18, collects 17 rebounds in SoCon triumph

Lady Eagles edge Davidson, 75-72

By Ronnie Swinford

Senior Staff Writer

The Lady Eagles pushed their
conference record to 4-1, and
their overall record to 8-8 with a
tough 75-72 win over Davidson.
The Lady Eagles again played
tenacious defense and caused 30
turnovers. They recorded 12
steals with each player recording at least one.
Injuries limited GSU to eight
players, and two of the Lady
Eagle's five forwards are hurting. Kelly Spake has an injured
ankle and Marysue James has a
rotator cuff problem, leaving the
Eagles with only three reserves.
Davidson, on the other hand,
played 13 players in the game.
GSU's head coach does not
think the injuries have severely
affected the team.
"I don't feel that our depth is
that big a problem because early
in the year our young players got
to play," said Head Coach Drema

Greer.
Janice Johnson lead the Lady
Eagles in scoring with 19 points.

"WE ARE NOT
PLAYING OUR DEFENSE
THE WAY THAT I LIKE TO

SEE IT.

WE

PULLED OUT

TO A 1 2 POINT LEAD
AT ONE TIME IN THE
GAME WHEN WE DID
PLAY LIKE WE
SHOULD."

— HEAD COACH
DREMA GREER
Andrea Autrey added 18 points
and 17 rebounds, while Tara
Anderson contributed 17 points.

Greer had few words of praise
for her team, which gave up a 12
point second-half lead.
The Lady Eagles only shot 40
percent from the field, which
Greer said was caused by the
Davidson defense.
"They played a man defense
against us, and that hurt our
slashing-type of offense," she
said.
According to Greer, the Lady
Eagles win games with defense,
yet did not play well defensively
against Davidson.
"We are not playing our defense the way that I like to see
it," said Greer. "We pulled out to
a 12 point lead at one time in the
game when we did play like we
should."
The Lady Eagles' next home
game is Jan. 28 at Hanner
Fieldhouse, when Appalachian
State comes to town. Game time
is 4:30 p.m.

Winters plays with a marked
intensity. And if it can be said
the eyes are a mirror of the soul,
then Winters' mirror is his entire face, eyes included. Winters
has a stare that is pure whatever
he's feeling at the moment. If a
referee blows a call, Winters
glares at the referee then rolls
his eyes skyward. Ifhemakesa
particularly good play, or a bad
one, his eyes flash.
Winters spends every game
looking as if he's ready to fight.
"I can't control my emotions
when I play, I just play hard all
the time," he said, "and I don't
care who we play, I just want to
win."
He comes from Romeoville,
which is a suburb 25 minutes
southwest of Chicago. Winters
played at Romeoville High
School, and was a Chicago SunTimes All-Area MVP.
He went on to Butler County
Junior College which sits in a
small Kansas town called
Eldorado.
Winters led that team to backto-back Junior College Athletic
Association (JCAA) national runner-up finishes, and got what he
called "national exposure" out of
the deal.
A few four-year colleges came
calling. Illinois State and the
University of Illinois at Chicago
wanted him, as did GSU. The
University of Wisconsin came
calling, too, but they waited too
long, accordingto Winters. GSU,
and ex-assistant coach Robby
Lang, who now coaches at Auburn, were there from the beginning of Winter's second year at
Butler County.
"I trusted my junior college
coach, and he said I could trust
Coach Lang, so that's one of the
reasons I ended up here," Winters said,"I wanted to come where
I knew I had a chance to play."
Winters has gotten his chance
to play, and then some.

He has been the only GSU
player to start every game, and
through 15 games was third on
the team in scoring with an 11.3
average, and second in rebounding, averaging 6.9 a game.
And then there was the socalled chicken pox epidemic,
which in reality was epidemic
only to Tim Heath. But because
Winters is the only player on the
team who hasn't had the chicken
pox, there was some risk he
could be a carrier,and so there
was a moment before the University of Chattanooga-Tennessee game when the conference
officials and GSU's trainer discussed whether Winters should
play.
"There was a while they were
trying to figure out why they
weren't gonna let me play, because I didn't have it (chicken
pox)," he said. The trainer evidently persuaded the conference
official, because Winters
played.He finished the game with
15 points and 4 rebounds.
So much for the chicken pox.
Winters says his favorite
player is Michael Jordan.
"Jordan will always be my favorite player, and I got a chance
to see him play in the old stadium, before he left," Winters
said, referring to Chicago Stadium.
What about Jordan's baseball
career?
I think he's just playing to be
playing, he probably got tired of
sitting around the house," he
said.
Winters said he has more than
one option left to him when he
finishes his eligibility this season. He will earn his degree in
criminal justice next year, and
then will either go into GSU's
Justice Studies graduate degree
program, or try out for a European professional team.

Western rips Eagles
behind King's 35 points
G-A Staff Reports

The Western Carolina Catamounts took advantage of
Frankie King's game-high 35
points as they cruised to a 77-62
victory over the Eagles Tuesday
night in Cullowhee, N.C.
Wilson Winters led the Eagle
effort with 19 points and 12 rebounds. Dante Gay was the only
other Eagle to go double digits
with 14 points, including four
three-pointers. GSU was 5 for 9
from the three-point line.
Behind Winters and Gay were

The following is a random sampling of who The George-Anne staffers
think will win Sunday's Super Bowl matchup between the San Fransisco
49ers and the San Diego Chargers.

Emmanuel Christophe with nine
points, Lonnie Edwards and Jeff
Cliett with eight each, and Pierre
McKisic, who chipped in four
points and eight rebounds.
The Eagles were forced to play
with only two men on the bench,
as both Tim Heath and Brian
Wallace missed the contest.
The Eagles' Southern Conference record dropped to 2-3 and 611 overall. Their next game will
be this Saturday night at Hanner
Fieldhouse against East Tennessee State University.

3fe?, $S1t Spvtu

Enoch Autry. Editor
San Francisco 48-13

The George-Anne
wants to know who
you think will win
the Superbowl.

Chris Cole. Managing Editor
San Francisco 28-7
Chris Sherwood. News Editor
San Francisco 42-10

^] San Francisco 49ers.

Jeff Whitten. Sports Editor
San Diego 37-34

San Diego Chargers.

Scott Mulkev. Co-Production Manager
San Diego 21-20
John Munford. Assistant News Editor
San Diego 24-21
David Beck. Productions Staff
San Francisco 48-14
Holly McCaig. Staff Photographer
"Who's playing?"
Jerome New. Staff Photographer
San Francisco 35-14
Erika Anderson. Staff Writer
San Francisco 28-21

A bunch of overpaid, steroid-addled
Neandertals who should probably be in jail.

\Z2 Bud Light.

i

p^\ Couldnt cafe less.

Rules: There are no rules. Simply check a box, clip,
then get this to The George-Anne, LB #8001 or bring
by Room 223 in the Williams Center. Results will be
published Jan. 26.
If the audience of Sunday's Super Bowl resembles the replies to 777e
George-Anne's campus interest poll, then don't expect any high TV
ratings. The majority (100 percent) went for "couldn't care less."

v
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Equestrian club
'Piano Man1 shaken
plans new season up after Japan

T

By Celeste Youmans

Staff Writer

An exciting new sport was
added to the campus recreation
and intramurals program last
fall. The GSU Equestrian Club
began with only five members,
and they now have a thriving
membership of 13.
Whatdoes the equestrian club
do? Each quarter the active members in the club go to various
colleges to compete with schools
in the Southeast, such as the
College of Charleston.
They compete on different levels. Riding levels range from a
beginning division, to an open
division, where the rider is judged
at an advanced level.
The college that hosts the competition supplies the horses the
competitors ride. By doing this,
the schools greatly reduce the

II

•a.

cost for students who desire to
continue to compete in college.
The competitions are a challenge for the riders because they
do not know what horse they are
riding until the day of the event.
Each rider is judged by how
well he performs various skills
with the horse. Each rider must
have the correct style.
In the end of each event, there
are a series of ribbons given to
the winners. The awards range
from first to sixth place, and each
placement is worth a certain
amount of points.
This quarter there will only
be two shows for the club. The
first will be held at Berry College, and the second will take
place at the University of Georgia. The club is in a transitional
period at the moment. They are
currently lookingfor a new coach.

Museum will display
items of the legends

4

The Associated Press

MACON, Ga.—The custodian
of the Georgia Music Hall of
Fame, which is scheduled to open
in 1996, wants to liven up the
museum by showcasing items
donated by such stars as Lena
Home, Joe South and Chet
Atkins.
Curator Joseph Johnson said
Home is sending a gown, South
a 1957 Gretsch guitar, and
Atkins is "looking through his
things," for something to contribute.
Johnson told the museum's
board of directors that he has
already asked some other music
industry artists to check their
closets and donate prize keepsakes when Georgia Music Hall
of Fame officials make a trip to
Nashville on Feb. 27.
Some of those artists include

Ray Stevens, Bill Anderson and
Ronnie Milsap.
"Museums are sometimes a
drag because they're only about
dead people," said Johnson.
The 42,000-square-footMacon
museum, scheduled to open duringthe March 1996 Cherry Blossom Festival, will be designed as
a village with ajazz club, rhythm
and blues alley, gospel chapel
and country cafe.
The museum's first-floor Georgia Music Festival area will include three 45-seat theaters for
audio/video presentations. Parents with children can take them
to a planned children's room. A
second-floor archives will hold
original manuscripts.

The Associated Press

ALBANY, N.Y. — Billy Joel,
shaken but unhurt in the earthquake that struck Japan, said
he's starting to feel like the
Forrest Gump of rock 'n' roll.
The singer performed in Moscow during its political upheavals, Berlin the night of German
reunification and at a military
base the night Baghdad was
bombed. He was trying to sleep
in a hotel room in Osaka when
the earthquake hit.
Inatelephoneinterviewwith
The Associated Press, Joel said
he remembered a period of unearthly calm before his 20th
floor room in the Osaka Hotel
Plaza starting shaking apart.
Then mirrors and paintings
fell from the walls. A heavy desk
flipped over. The wall bent into
weird angles and shapes. His
bed bucked and heaved across
the room and he couldn't get up.
"I've had a number of near
death experiences and what
usually happens is this incredible sense of fatalism comes
overyou," he said. "You accept
the idea that this could be your
last second and almost funny
thoughts come into your head."
Weird thoughts like the Piano Man wondering if he would
be crushed to death by a piano
crashing through the ceiling

from an upper floor.
Joel said it felt like being in a
boat tossed around in a stormy
sea and it seemed like the quake
lasted for minutes.
"I remember shouting out,
'Alright already,'" he said. "I
didn't know who I was shouting
to, but I couldn't believe how
long this thing lasted and I was
certain that the building was
going to shake itself apart ...
Amazingly enough, the building held together.'*
Worried about fires or further structural damage, Joel
said he quickly climbed the
stairs down to the lobby.
He looked at scenes of devastation on the street, but quickly
found his band and crew had
emerged relatively unscathed.
"We're very much aware of
how fortunate we were and everybody is extremely grateful to
be alive and uninjured, too," he
said.
Joel performed to a nearly
full house in Osaka the night
after the earthquake.
He said he was donating some
of the proceeds of the show to
the relief effort and was encouraging his record company and
promoters to give more.
After a somber start, fans
appeared to appreciate the
show.

February 14,1995

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker,SM is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.

Mr. E. Lynn Harris
February 6 • Union Ballroom
7pm

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

>

^lOLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SEPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ft

***********************

J
*
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Spring in Washington D»C.

*

$250.00 Per Person

*
*

*
^

*
Tour Includes:
*
JL
Round Trip Bus Transportation
*
+
Hotel Accommodations
*
T
4 Days and 4 Nights
*
+ VIP Tour giving by Senator Nunn's Office of the White *
£>
House and Congress
*
+ Touring: Supreme Court, FBI Agency, Federal Prison, *
7
and more.
*
I Spend one or two days touring Washington D.C. alone +
?
or with friends.
*
I
Sponsored by the Justice Studies Club
+
J
When: March 19 - March 23,1995
+
1 Who- Justice Studies Club - Contact Professor Ferguson +
J
681-0199
+
J
Fees: Deposit of $150.00 due January 31,1995.
^
J
We ask you to spend Spring Break with us!
^
T Spend 5 days in Washington D.C. and 5 more days with +
J
friends!
JL
2
SPRING BREAK IS ALMOST HERE
^
J
WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS?
^
***********************

Editor's note: This is the
last article in our series
on AIDS and AIDS
awareness. This article
was written in reflection
of World AIDS day
which was in December.
By Judith Cunningham

Staff Writer

For the past several years,
many AIDS activists and advocates have chosen one day out of
the year to honor and remember
those who have died or those
who are contnuing to fight HIV
and AIDS. This day was during
the holidays when most of us
were celebrating, and spending
time with those we love.
This was not a somber day for
those people. They used this day.
to encourage others who are not
active in the struggle for the prevention of HIV and AIDS to join
the never-ending battle to educate the world about this dreaded
disease.
Many groups around the world
participated in some kind of demonstration.
Some in San Francisco held a
candle-light
vigil
in
rememberance of those who have
died, and in hope for all those
that have the disease.
In Cartersville, Ga., a group
entered a float in the annual

Cartersville Christmas Parade.
Several groups from 30 different states took part in 77 displays of the AIDS Memorial
Quilt.
The AIDS quilt is made up of
different panels in memory of
prople who have died from AIDS.
Even on the GSU campus, Alpha Phi Omega held a small
candle-light vigil in front of the
Henderson Library.
A few people stopped and
stared at a group of 12 students
reflecting on their place in the
struggle to educate the world on
HIV and AIDS.
The candles were blown out,
but for some reason there seemed
to be a vague light shining in the
circle.
Maybe it was just the glow of
the street light, or maybe it was
a light of love and hope.
The love and hope of those 12
people could have lit up
Statesboro for most of the holiday season.
We need to remember these
people, not just on one day out of
the year, but everyday. We are
all in some way affected by this
disease. It can happen to anyone.
The Greek lesbian playright
Sappho wrote, "Someone, I tell
you will remember us."
That night in December, everyone was remembered.

Calendar of Events

The three-story center will
blend Georgia talents as diverse
as the Allman Brothers and Amy
Grant.

OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for
an on-campus interview on February 14,1995 in the
Career Center.

Writer reflects on
AIDS victims lives

Black Awareness Month 1995

Campus Interviews
1

'
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Dr. Dennis Kimbro
February 16 • Southern Center
7pm

Dr. Claud Anderson
February 22 • Union Ballroom
7pm

Dr. Dennis Kimbro
January 30
"Voices of Triumph:
CLEC and Communication Arts
Motivations for African
presents
Americans"
An Evening with Poet Mari Evans
Southern
Center 7pm
Foy Recital Hall 8pm
February 19
January 31
The African American
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. presents
Gospel Choir in Concert
Greek Founder's Day Program
Russell Union Ballroom 6pm
Russell Union Ballroom 7pm
February 20
February 1-4
UMOJA presents
CLEC and Communication Arts
Faculty/Staff Talent Show
presents
Russell Union Ballroom 7pm
Mari Evans'
February 22
A Dark and Splendid Mass
Keynote
Address:
Communication Arts 101 8pm
Dr. Claud Anderson
February 1-28
"Let Us Stitch Together
GSU Museum
the Story of a People"
Public School Art Exhibit
Russell Union Ballroom 7pm
Reception: Sunday
February 23
February 19 2-4pm
The Black Student Alliance and
February 3
Educational Opportunity Programs
NAACP'S 6th Annual Miss
presents
African-American Pageant
Black History Quiz Bowl
"Nubian Queens of Today:
Russell Union Room 247 6pm
The Backbone of Tomorrow"
February 27-28
Russell Union Ballroom 7pm
The Student Government
February 6-March 31
Association presents
GSU Museum
George Wolf's
Ft. Mose: Colonial America's
"The
Colored Museum"
Black Fortress of Freedom
Southern Center 8pm
February 6
February 27
Keynote Address:
The Bulloch County School System,
Mr. E. Lynn Harris
CLEC, and BAM presents
"The Invisible Life" and "Just As I Am"
"Shikisha":
A South African
Russell Union Ballroom 7pm
Dance Company
February 7
Union Ballroom
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.
12 noon
presents
February 28
Black Women in History
Union Productions presents
Southern Center 7pm
Let Us Stitch Together the Story
February 13
of a People:
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Visions of Our Communal
presents
Ancestry
Black As You Want To Be
Union Ballroom 7pm
Russell Union 247 7pm
February 16
Keynote Address:

"Let Us Stitch Together the Story of a People"

George-Afige
Top 10 uses for duct-tape
10. Scratch guard for a bicycle.
9. Fix broken gun stock.
8. Hold plastic covering broken window.
7. Silence noisy infant.
6. Weather stripping.
5. Emergency bandage.
4. Emergency repair kit for fabrics.
3. Hold old shoes together.
2. Retention straps.
1. Sexual aid.

'i»

Bloodline plays the 'Boro No-holds-barred album
Latin Playboys

om
Itri
vl
jTes,
[do
to c

Latin Playboys
JOSH BASS

Skirt's show at Chena's last
week was damn fine. Those
guys are getting tighter and
Its tighter. Their new material
sounds good and the forthcom|W]
ing
album is sure to be a smash.
pt;
In local music news, the latpon
IPS, est band to compete for local
lias attention is Red Letter Day.
Bee The punk-funk quartet did
their first club performance
)n
Saturday
night.
Inc:
Composed
mostly of friends
r»
of
the
band
members, the
|tei
crowd's
participation
was above
20
normal.
It
was
nice
to
see that
> sc
many
people
supporting
music
fes i
again.
The number of people atlias
tending live shows seems to be
Its increasing. It's about time we
Ive- began to support progressivemusic
in
It g alternative
Bloodline plays Wednesday night
Statesboro.
ler
The Boro's exclusive crossIhe
By Tim McGinnis
Staff Writer
|;S over band, Pigfat, is in the
lice Bandemonium competition at
Southern rock seems to be
rus Armstrong State in Savannah
having
a reprise in the 90's.
p. Saturday.
Bands like Allgood, Widespread
Pigfat has improved drahte
Panic and others have brushed
\.A matically and was one of only with success. The latest to join
ten bands chosen from over 70
no
the ranks of southern revivalists
applicants
to make the contest.
|;h<
is Bloodline.
es Good luck guys!
Bloodline released their self
This week has some good
•e:
titled
debut album on EMI
choices, but little diversity.
records last fall.
Tonight, Tripp West takes
lice
The quintet consists of the
over
with rave and techno after
!ai
sons
of three music legends; modhe the Rocket & Dave show. It's a
ern
jazz
pioneer Miles Davis' son
fu skit in the Grease theme.
Erin
on
drums,
The Doors' Robby
The only thing worth menlii
Kreiger's
son
Waylon
on rhythm
n tion Friday night is White Bufguitar,
and
Georgia's
own late
i: falo at Blind Willie's. They do
Berry Oakley formerly of The
re have a good following, but if
Allman Brothers Band son Berry
iei you've already seen them, save
Jr. on bass and lead vocals.
lc( your money for Saturday night.
Add 17-year-old guitar genius
Chena's hosts Big Fish En>n
Joe Bonamassa, and seasoned
iri semble Saturday night. VocalNew York keyboardist Lou
k ist and drummer Michael
Segretti and you have Bloodline,
P Lorant is the driving force bea solid blues-rock band with
4! hind the recent Jesus Christ
southern overtones.
t- Superstar: A Resurrection
The band is currently on a
project. The resurrection snowV
three
month tour of the South
a: balled from a whimsical conand Midwest.
n cept into a sold-out show at
Lead guitarist Bonamassa
re Atlanta's Omni in November
said
in a phone interview TuesCl and plans for a second perforday
the
band played just last
mance in February.
week
in
New York City with
Apparently Lorant and the
Krieger's father Robbie.
rest of the big fish aren't too
"We played a smokin' version
busy to play. This will be their
of
that old favorite 'Roadhouse
fourth or fifth return to the
Blues.'
Everytime we play with
■Boro and it should be interesthim we learn something new
ing to hear and see how recent
about performing."
events have influenced the
The band's first single "Stone
band and their sound.
Cold
Hearted"
reached
The Kinchafoonee Cowboys
Billboard's
Top
20,
and
a follow
are playing again Saturday
up single, "Dixie Peach," is to be
night at Legend's. Apparently
released soon.
they didn't break up.
The "Bloodline" collection is
Wednesday is the day that
reminiscent
of Allgood's latest
gives next week reason to exalbum,
"Uncommon
Goal."
ist.
Warren Hayne's, who joined
At Legend's, Bloodline plays
Oakley's father's former band in
with Brothers Brook opening.
the 1980's plays guitar on one
Refer to the story on this page
track, "Calling me Back."
for all the info.
Bloodline's rhythm section is
Athens band Dayroom is
the
most attractive part of the
having their special album regroup's
sound. Oakley's bass is
lease party at Blind Willie's.
very
credible,
and Davis is a solid
The show is also the first show
drummer.
of a 200 date tour that will take
Bonassama contends Davis
them all over the South and
doesn't
really bring in a jazz ininto the Midwest as far as Colofluence
as you might expect.
rado.
"Erin
really
plays with a harder
Their debut album, "Peredge
than
jazz
drummers."
petual Smile is slated for reThe
fathers,
both living and
lease Feb. 2.
deceased,
have
had
a lot of influThe band's lineup now inence on the band.
cludes GSU notable Ryan Kelly
The fact that Berry, Waylon,
as bassist. Formerly of Home
and
Erin's fathers are legends
of Thousands and Grain, Kelly
helped
"establish credibility, but
was added to the band about
now
we're
on proving ground.
four months ago. Everyone inWe
are
kind
of challenged to play
volved is happy with the arharder,"
according
to
rangement.
Bonasamma.

(Slash/Warner Brothers)
By Tracy Varnell

Guest Writer

at Legend's

Caroline Greyshock/special photo

Bonasamma credits his father
as being his earliest and biggest
influence. 'When I started playing when I was 4-years-old,
Stevie Ray Vaughn's album
Texas Flood' had just come out.
Everybody who plays, guitar
should listen to that album."
March 5 is the last date for
the current Bloodline tour and
plans for a major tour following
Bonasamma's graduation are in

the works.
There are even rumors of a
spot on this summer's H. O.R.D.E
tour.
If your entertainment jones is
for some solid blues- rock, Bloodline performs with opening act
Brother's Brook at Legends at 8
p.m. Wednesday.
Tickets are available in advance from Legend's or at the
door for $5.

When thinking of Los Lobos,
if the sound of conventional
Latino cuts, such as "LaBamba,"
keep running through your
mind, wait 'til you get a load of
this.
David Hidalgo, lead vocalist,
and Louis Perez, drummer, of
Los Lobos have joined with
Mitchell Froom, keyboards/producer, and Tchad Blake, guitars/engineer, to form Latin
Playboys.
The group was formed by
David Hidalgo's need to create
after the completion of Los Lobos' last critically aclaimed album, "Kiko."
Combining their Spanish-Indian-American roots, the Latin
Playboys work together to produce one of the most original
and spontaneous piece of musical art that has been created in
years.
Usir g a four-track tape machine in his own home, Hidalgo
experimented with sounds of
household instruments, such as
pots and pans, to produce the
spastic, garage-band sound that
spawned Latin Playboys.
Hildalgo, not knowing what
to do with his creation, intro-

duced his recordings to Perez,
Froom and Blake.
Together, using various cuts
from the four-track and their
individual musical talents, the
Latin Playboys transformed
left-winged musical fragments
into a brilliant blend of Latinblues swept alternative-funk.
This no-holds-barred album
is an eclectic mixture of sounds
arid lyrical imagery. Wandering organs, whining trumpets,
flighty guitar riffs, other various and asundry noises and electronically altered voices merge
with a grab-bag of sounds that
blend as smoothly as peanut
butter and jelly.
The results are dreamlike
melodies with a slight hint of
white blotter.
Echoes and lingering street
sounds, combined with creative
poetic lyrics, roll through the
album without sounding a bit
polished.
This creates an unmistakable
realism that many groups tend
to take for granted. The music
of the Latin Playboys encompasses a very wide variety of
sounds and cultures.
To sum it up, great talent,
great sound, great originality,
great album!
Latin Playboys' sound spans
the gamut from totally wiggedout to tasteful, if possible, Latin
porno music.
This album is a must hear.
Absolutely Brilliant!

If your answer to any
of these questions is
"yes," have cue got a
job for you!

... need money
for Spring Break?
... need money to
pay off Christmas bills?
.. need work experience
and references for
your resume?
... cuant to increase the
value of your diploma?
... cuant to help
strengthen GSU's
academic programs?

Jeffrey Delk of the
Office of Development
& University Relations
is Ipoking for 50 energetic, enthusiastic,
and persistent students to telephone
alumni and ask for
their financial support of C55U.

INTERESTED?
Call 681-5680 for
more information or
an application form.
You must apply by
Tues., Jan. 31,1995.

*m*
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CLASSIFIEDS CROSSWORD
01'Announcements

11 «Help Wanted

ATTENTION GSU STUDENTS
Summer Applications for Financial Aid
will be available beginning January 23,
1995
DEADLINE FOR APPLYING FOR
SUMMER FINANCIAL AID IS MARCH 1,
1995

Immediat Openings
The Georgia Army National Guard needs
high school juniors, seniors, and
graduates. We also need prior military
service veterans. Many skills available.
*EARN EXTRA $$$ IN PART TIME PAY.
*$6,840. GI BILL AVAILABLE
♦LIFE INSURANCE, DISTINCTIVE CAR
TAG AND MANY OTHER BENEFITS.
Enjoy civilian live and a rewarding
military career at home! For additional
info. Call SFC Chuck Yeater at 681-5313
or 681-5244 or stop by our office located at
highway 301 North, Statesboro, Georgia.
GEORGIANS AT THEIR BEST!

ATTENTION: The George-Anne screens
all classified ads prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for
legitimate products & services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution
when replying to ads, particularly those
which ask for money or a credit card
number in advance of delivery of products
or services. Students are also urged to
report to the newspaper (at 681-5418) any
suspicious offers they might see in the
classifieds. Remember, if an offer seems
too good to be true, it probably is.

•#'.'

For the latest underground rap, listen to
Da Undaground Bandits, E-man, Native,
and Taz on WVGS 91.9fm Sundays
9-llpm and Mondays 5-7pm.
GSU Habitat for Humanity will meet
Tues. Jan. 24 at 6pm in Union Rm. 252.
Please call Ben at 764-7636 for more info.

.

If you are a college student and are raising
a child please contact Aletha Yoho at the
Southern Reflector at 681-5305. If you are
unable to reach me please leave a message
with your name and phone number. Your
help is needed on a story in the upcoming
edition.
If you witnessed the accident on Jan. 24
between the Blue Probe and Jeep,
PLEASE call 681-4025. Accident was on
Herty at about 6:05pm. Thanks!
Interested in acting? Directing? Stage
managing? Play writing? Stage craft?
Costumes? Improvisation? Lighting/sound
design? Theater memberships? Make-up?
Join us every Tuesday at 5:30 in Studio
101 of Communication Arts Building for
"Theater and Performance"
Interested in Acting? Directing?
Stagemanaging? Improvisation? Play
writing? Stage Craft? Set design?
Lightning? Sound Design? Costuming?
Make-up? Join us Monday 9 @ 5:30 in rm.
101 Comm. Arts Bldg. For Theatre and
Performance.
STOLEN- 1984 Pontiac Fiero Red stolen
in Publix parking lot at 7 pm. It has
fragile on trunk over left tail light. There
will be a reward offered for information.
(912) 863-7870.
The Gamma Beta Phi Society will hold its
first meeting on January 19 at 7:00pm in
the Biology Lecture Hall.
The Late Show with Fatih late night
Fridays at lam on Southern's own WVGS.
91.9fm^
Yoga Club meets Wednesdays, 5-6pm in
Russell Union. Check at info desk. Wear
loose, comfortable clothes. Beginners
welcome. Relax your body and your mind
— release.stress and reduce tension. Have
a mystical experience.

03'Autos for Sale
'86 Suzuki Samurai 4X4, low
maintenance. Good condition, $2,100. Call
Chris, 489-5418.
1982 Red Toyota Celica. New brakes and
clutch. Must see. Soon to be a classic. Call
681-6039 afternoons.
1986 Isuzu Impulse, all power, CD and
Cassette player, Alarm, Boom Box, 400
watt amp. $2,200 OBO. Contact Aksone
681-3822. Runs great!
1986 VW Jetta good condition, sunroof,
powerlock, power windows, $3,000. Call
afternoons 489-8935 before 5pm 871-1315
ask for Jocelyn.
1987 Mercury Sable LE (SW), new trans.,
power seats and windows. $3100. 1981
Mazda 626 rebuilt engine, runs good,
power windows, sunroof. $900. Call
681-8848

■ -

1993 Ford Explorer. Beige and loaded.
852-5278.
For sale 1986 300zx Turbo. All the options.
Have all records. $5500. Contact kevin at
681-6355.
For sale: '89 Grey Honda Civic, good
condition, nice stereo sound. Need cash
quickly any reasonable offer is considered.
681-7148 Robert or Shajee.
For sale: '90 Green 4-dr Escort, low miles
plus new tires, CD player installed, needs
antenna and horn. Please contact Keith
Clark; only serious offers will be
considered. Leave message at 681-7148.
For sale: 1982 Toyota Celica 2 door
hatchback w/sunroof. Runs good, excellent
gas mileage. $1,200 firm. Call 489-2557.

05'Business Opportunities
Want to earn extra income? Want to own
your own business?
Want more free time from previous
professional? Interested? Call Brian
(912)489-1031 or pager at 1-800-502-6682.
A few hours on the side can make your
dreams come true.

07«Education
FREE GYM MEMBERSHIP to anyone
willing to participate in a 10 week weight
training study. Exercise science grad
student needs males and females, ages
35-50, with litte or no weight training
experience to volunteer for this study. Also
willing to use people who have experience
but have not lifted weights for over one
year. If interested, call Diane Hurlbut at
681-1773 or Dr. Kent Guion at 681-0200.

09'Furniture & Appliances
Country blue couch and two chairs, good
condition. $100. Call Danielle 489-6206.
FOR SALE: Queen size waterbed mattress
in good condition. Call 764-4313.

»

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Travel the world
while earning an excellent income in the
Cruise Ship & Land-Tour Industry.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No exp necessary. For info. Call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C53943.
EXCELLENT PAY!!!!!
Over 400
companies need homeworkers NOW! For
, details rush a self-addressed stamped
envelop to LB 10601 GSU.
LIFEGUARDS, POOL MANAGERS,
SWIM COACHES, SWIM
INSTRUCTORS, SUMMER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN NORTH METRO
SUBURBAN ATLANTA AREA.
CERTIFICATIONS CLASSES
AVAILABLE. CALL SWIMATLANTA
POOL MANAGEMENT, 992-7665.
Lifeguards: Trinity Pools is now hiring
lifeguards, managers, swim coaches, swim
instructors, communication directors, and
service technicians for the Metro Atlanta,
Nashville, and Birmingham areas. Full
and part time summer positions are
available. For info call (404) 242-3800.
Need computer lessons. The basics and the
most popular programs. Will pay.
681-1299.
Residence Life has applications for
Resident Assistant positions for the 95-96
academic year available now. Deadline to
turn them in is early Febuary.

12*Lost& Found
Black and gray striped cat missing near
Player's Club since 1-5-95. Wearing a
yellow collar with a bell. If found, please
call Stacie 871-4931.
Found-Full grown female cat black and
white tortoise shell with brown collar (no
tags). Please call 681-7103 to claim.
Found; wrist watch. Call to identify ~
871-6810.
_____
White cat missing near Park Place since
before Christmas break. Please contact
Lange at 871-7994 if you have any info.

^•Miscellaneous for Sale
19 1/2 ft Sea Ray, cathedral hull 165hp.
MerCruiser IB/OB. Many new parts,
complete w/skiis. $2500. 858-2891.
35mm Canon camera. 852-5278.
Bike for sale: Trek 800 $200. Call
681-9113. S-TH after 6pm.
For sale: brand new 10 kt gold "Guess"
bracelet. Never worn. A must see. Call
Rhonda 681-6445 for price and/or to see.
For sale: Camo uniforms, army
equipment, and combat boots-size 10 1/2.
Best offer wins. 871-4382, Travis.
For Sale: Packard Bell 386sx computer,
SVGA, modem, Windos, etc., Panasonic 24
pin printer. $800 for the system. Call Eric
754-8482.

3br 1 1/2 bath townhouse. Walking
distance from campus. 8 mon. Lease.
Available immed. Call 871-6504, Sandra
Clay.
_____
For sale: 1973 Vindale Mobile Home. 2 br.,
1 bth, skirting included. For $4,500 OBO.
Must move form current location yourself.
Interested, call 681-1944. Great cond.
Large one bedroom apartment for rent at
Pinehave Apartments, No. 184 (upstairs)
$290/month unfurnished; $310/month
furnished. Call 764-7618.
Large one bedroom, one bath apt. Upstairs
at Pinehaven. Available spring qtr.
$290/mon. Unfurnished. Call 681-8475.
LOOK NO FURTHER !
TAKE OVER LEASE $426 FOR THE QT
(INCLUDES DEPOSIT) ACROOSS THE
STREET FROM CAMPUS. OWN
BEDROOM, SHARED BATH,
MICROWAVE, WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASHER CALL HUGHIE 681-2417
OR
CAROLYN 404/463-3729 LEAVE NAME
AND NIUMBER.
Needed: ASAP One or two people to
sublease apartment from Feb. 95 to Aug.
95. Davis apartments, fully furnished for
two. Rent $300/mon. Call 756-2160.
One bedroom apartment for rent starting
Spring qtr. W/D included. $350/mon. Call
681-7897.

20Roommates
Christian roommate wanted to rent
private room spring quarter. Rent is
$250/month (includes utilities). Please call
489-5902.
Female roommate needed by Spring, non
smoker, own rooom. $180/mon. Call
681-6682. Leave message.
Female roommate needed to sublease in
Towne Club Spring/Summer. Own
bedroom, own bath. W/D $220 w/one
roommate 871-8289.
Looking for people to sublease two
bedroom apartment at Stadium Walk for
Spring qtr. Call Monica at 681-8848.
Male or female roommate needed. Private
bedroom and bath, partly furnished.
$210/mo Park Place 681-4599 or
706-737-3148. (January rent free.)
Needed roommate for spring and summer
quarters. Rent negotiable. Hawthorne II.
Large private room and bath. Call
681-7375.
Needed: roommate for Eagles Nest
Apartments. Own bedroom. Non cigarette
smoker. Half of bills. Easy to get along
with. Call Mike 681-4780.
Roommate needed ASAP to take over
lease at Players Club. Own bedroom. Will
negotiate rent! Call Kelly at 681-7601.
Roommate needed ASAP! Georgia Viilas
#17. W/D, central air, cable. Shared bdrm,
$135/mori. Female preferred. Please call
Valarie or Regina 681-6766.
Roommate needed ASAP. 3 miles from
campus. Private room. $133/mon. + 1/3
utilities. Ask for Pete or Clay. Call
488-2386.
Roommate needed for 3bdrm townhouse.
Own room, fully furnished. $183.33/mon.
Call Sara 489-2630.
Roommate needed three bedroom
townhouse $167.08 monthly plus 1/3
utilities. Call 764-7290. If no answer, leave
message.
Roommate needed. Located at Campus
Courtyard 96. Own room, share 1/5
utilities/mo, $240/mo., no security deposit.
Female preferred. Please call 871-4703,
ask for Sandy.

Mountain bike. Brand new, Hunter green,
Bridsestone. Best offer. Call Russell
681-2543

SWF roommate needed for 2br furnished
apt. $150 + utilities. Call 489-4516, Shea.

Pioneer car stereo $175; Rip-Curl wet suit,
$100; 1982 Toyota Celica - new brakes
and clutch (must see) $600. Call afternoon
681-6039 leave message.
Skateboards and accessories. Colby Carter
H-Street deck and gullwing trucks, and
much, much more. Prices negotiable,
884-2841, leave message.
Taylor Made driver for sale. Titanium
shaft, only one month old. $120. Neg. Call
Scott 871-7655.
TI-81 calculator and manual for sell, like
new. $55 OBO. Please call 681-7169.
Tony Hawk skateboard for sale. Two years
old, great condition. $50 neg. Call Scott
871-7655.
Two leather jackets in good condition.
Brown, medium Gloval IDentity G-lll,
and dark brown, x-large, New Order. $90
each or $150 for both OBO. 884-2841,
leave message.

14'Motorcycles
1992 Ninja 600R 5000miles, $4,000.
754-3696. Jeffrey.

15*Musical
Drummer needed for country/southern
rock band. Call Dan 871-4113.
Hondo stratacaster - black with case.
$100, 681-2013 ask for John.
Wanted: experienced guitarist and basist.
Skills in singing and improvising is a
must. Call 489-2599.

16«Personal
TRAVEL COMPANION. Venice, Paris,
Newark. Anywhere with you. I'm accepted
at over 12 million locations worldwide,
including motels by truck stops. Call 1-800
CITIBANK to apply.

17«Pets& Supplies

Graduated -- must move and sell items:
queen size water bed, single beds, all three
w/ comforter & sheets -- much more. Call
871-6580 - no answer, call (904) 693-1032.

44 gal. Corner hex fish tank. Comes
w/wood stand, wet/dry filter(no pump),
canopy with lighting system designed for a
coral reef. Valued almost $450. Will
sacrifice for $250. OBO. Will transport and
set up if you need! Call Mike 681-4715.

Leather sofa, loveseat, and chair. White,
great condition. $275. Mattress style
waterbed, includes frame, boxsprings, and
mattress. Full size, $250 OBO. Call
681-8612.

2 rooms for rent in Sussex Apt. W/D. Call
Jay 681-9738 after 5pm.

Game gear wall plug, magnifier, and 7
games. Will sell separately or all together.
Game prices vary. Will negotiate.
884-2841 leave message.

Glass coffee table with Greek style
columns. Asking $50. Frank 871-4169

Gray futon with black frame for sale. Paid
$250 asking $100 OBO Call Danielle
489-6206.

19«Rentals& Real Estate

5FT Boa constrictor. Very tame. $100 with
cage and other accessories $150. Call
871-2882
Boa - Colombian red-tail, 5-feet long, very
tame, comes with large cage. $200,
681-2013 ask for Matt.

TAKE OVER REMAINDER OF LEASE
$426 FOR THE QUARTER
MICROWAVE, WASHER/DRYER,
OWN BEDROOM SHARED BATH
ACROSS THE ST. FROM CAMPUS
CALL HUGHIE 681-2417
OR CAROLYN 404/463-3729 LEAVE
NAME/NUMBER
Tired of roommates? Stadium Place is the
place for you!!! I need someone to take
over my lease for Spring and Summer qtr.
If interested, call 871-3217.
Two roommates needed for 3-bedroom
house. Furnished water included. $120 per
person. Sublease from January until
August 1995. Contact Jennie at 489-8299.

21'Services
GSU male student needs work, part time
and weekends. Willing to do manual labor,
odd jobs. Call 681-3108, ask for Abdul.

Weekly Crossword

" CoOperstOWIl Hopefuls "
ACROSS
1 Weaving machine
5 More ashen
10 Information
14 Cadabralead in
15 Got up
16 Ero, eras,
17 Demeanor
18 Lasso
19 Prong
20 Home of the Braves
22 Batting statistic
24 Fuel
25 Gregg girl
26 Witches'town
29 Hwy
30 Railroad car
34 Swear
35
Lingus
36 Songster Clark
37
Tin Tin
38 Ozzie Smith's
workplace
40 Veterans' org.
41 Shiny
43 Most important
44 Red Rose
45 Art supporter
46 Restroomsign
47 Fathered
48 Sponsorship
50 Healthy
51 Baseball palaver
54 Bench occupation
58 Dramatist Moss
59 Fleshy proboscis animal
61 Possess
62 And others:l_atin
63 Child's marble
64 Precedes H.S.
65 Actress Russo
66 Nice heads
67 Betsy or Barney
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LaSorda's occupation
Segments
Vicinity
Mauna
Manor
To plunder
Tigers'home
Solo vocal
OJ brand
"Suits you to
Vietnam nickname
Concluded
Umpires'calls
Beetle's boss
St. Theresa's town
Ms. Home & others
Game official :Abrev
Barer
Inspire
Ranted's partner
One of some
To double over
Small island
Poet's word
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DOWN
1 Buddhist Monk
2 Deadly notice
3 Dodger's Hershiser
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37
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By Gerry Frey
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Mariners home
Ryan's occupation
Delusion
Pose
Pester:2wds
Transportation fees
Sonny's ex
Despise
GalWay's Islands
Quote
Angel's headpiece
Pre feasts
Dreamy movements
Singer Benatar
Quotable Quote

7 don't like that Hubert H.
Humphrey Metrodome. It's a
shame that a great guy like
Humphrey had to be
named after it."
Billy Martin

28*Weekends & Travel

3 N
1 V
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"♦"SPRING BREAK*""**
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida! 110%
LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEED!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Call for our finalized 1995. Party
schedules!! (800) 95-BREAK.

3
1
V
H

H
3
H
O

JAMAICA Spring Break from $295 Miami
or $395 Atlanta each with air/tax,
hoteKinc. Taxes & svc), tfers. (800) "U"
REGGAE....800-873-4423. ReggaeJAM
24hr. FREE info.

Please...

If you drink,
DON'T
DRIVE

Snnd3dOH NAAO±SU3dOCO

THATCH
By Jeff Shesol
SriRO.LAPVWRp — I'VE
PEEN THINKING A&OUT THE
&ANP>. IT'S TIME THAT
SAFFRON SPITE ANP THE
GROUP HUGS STEP FOflWARP
TO THE. OCTTING EPGE

EVERYONE'S P0ING IT,
EVEN THE ROLUNGSTSNES1.
YES,THAT£ RIGHT-- .
WERE60IN6'CN-UNe"!

£ AREN'T THE
7 STONES OFF
THAT STUFF?
\

VEAH,
PITH'S
&ECN
UEAN FOR
Y0W,M»N?

If you would like to have Braids, call
Chastidy at 681-9264. Two years
experience and affordable prices! Call for
an appointment today!

23'Stereo & Sound
Brand new Boss 240 watt, 4 channel car
amp, 4ohm or 2 ohm stable. 35 RMS
watts, 60 max watts per channel. $100
OBO 884-2841, leave message.
For sale: Alpine CD. Changer for car.
Brand new. Bought from Southern Sound
here in town $450 OBO. Call Cory at
681-1944. 4-10pm
Guitar graphic equalizer pedal. Brand
new. Never been used. 2 weeks old. $85.
Call Elvie at 681-8226. Leave message.

SAFFRON. SOP-RV
FOR PISSING VOUK.
PLANS TD PUT
THE PANP
"ON-LINE."

ALTUAUV, THE MORE
ITH!NR.A60UTIT,THE
MOPE I'M INTO IT.
SPIRO'S STILL A
LITTLE DUBIOUS,
PUT HE'S LAMING
AR0UNP.

Speaker Box-Professionally built of DHS
wood. Carpeted, sealed, fits two 10"
kickers. Cost 275 new. Will sell for $60.
Call Michele 681-8618.

25'Television & Radio
19-inch color television $100. Call
afternoons 489-8935 or leave message.

27«Wanted
Do you record the Jon Stewart Show
nightly? If so I desperately need a copy of
the Monday (16th) program. Denny
Sowell, LB 9057.
Looking for anyone who has had
encounters with UFO or abnormal ariel
sightings send serious remittance to L.B.
20860.

/'MTEt-UNGVOU,
THE HU6S ARE WAY
AHEAP OF THE CURVE-

WITH OUR. NEW ,

'ON-LINE'' ACCOUNT!

NOW, IRNOW
YOU AMP LAW &W
THIN£ IT'S A
UTTLE N&ttY,
NOT VERY
'WM^-'N'ROtL".

BUT R0<*-1% ALWAYS
REPEFINING ITS CMTTIN6
EPGE! THIS CHANGE
WONT MAPE. US ANY LESS
TOUGH, LESS HARP BITTEN,
LESSWIL4>-- jff*s

woM we

GOT SOME,
E-MAIL, f

we NO
eMff

George-Anne
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HENRY

Continued from page 1
dents. I think Statesboro's simply trying to protect existing
neighborhoods. I don't think
there's any malice there.
G-A- What about the noise
ordinance?
NH: I think that's perfectly
appropriate. Every community
has an obligation to protect
people against unwarranted exasperation.
G-A: Do you think before the
ordinance was enacted, there
might have been a problem?
NH: Yes, I know there was.
And it's the cost of having a large
student population living around
the campus, and what we're trying to do at GSU is to increase
the number of residence halls so
we can alleviate some of that.
G-A: There are four agencies
of police that operate in our area.
Many students have complained
there are just too many of them,
that they're being pulled over
constantly — they claim they're
being harassed. Doyou have anything to say for that?
NH: I have never objected, and
I don't think anyone has objected,
to the principle of checking driv-

ers at points where it has been
shown there's a high accident
rate. And I believe that's the
policy of the Statesboro police.
G-A: You don't think they also
check where there seems to be a
high incidence of DUI?
NH: I really don't believe
they're singling out student populations. They may be singling
out areas where there's a high
rate of people found driving intoxicated. That also may happen
to correlate with students to a
high proportion. But as long as
they're not singling out students
as students, they have a perfectly legitimate and justifiable
policy.
G-A: Did you have a lot of
conversations about "Snake
Road," (encirclingthe large western parking lots) as they call it?
NH: I think I know which one
you mean. The motivation for
putting that curve in was to avoid
speed bumps to slow down traffic. And it did not work as well as
we'd hoped.
G-A- Peoplejust speed through
there anyway, and just kind of
swerve ...
NH: That's what we learned.

We're going to be redesigning
some roads anyway, and I believe that one is on the list, as we
do some more construction.
G-A: That whole subject brings
me to the topic of parking ... I
know you've heard a lot about it,
and what is your feeling toward
the faculty/staff tickets, and that
situation?
NH: The Faculty Senate recommended in a vote some years
ago that faculty should pay for
tickets that they receive. I have
received tickets and paid for
them. ... We're in the process of
building significantly-expanded
parking that will be in place in a
year and a half to two years. I
think you'll se a big change for
the better.
G-A: They're still the appeals
process; do you know how long
that's going to last?
NH: I'm not familiar with the
status of that, but everybody has
a right of appeal, just like students.
G-A: Some people have said,
include some faculty, that the
appeals process may be unfair.
They're questioning how many
times appeals are actually

granted, uo you nave any comment on that, other than what
(parking director) Bob Chambers
has said (we give them an ap^
peal, and it's either denied or
accepted)?
NH: I'm just not familiar with
the criticism on that. I have not
heard that particular criticism.
G-A- Do you think Chambers
has the hardest job on campus?
NH: I wouldn't tradejobs with
him.
G-A- Do you think his staff is
adequate for their workload?
NH: Well, I think there are a
lot of areas on the campus that
could use more staffing, and it's
a matter of stretching the budget. I should imagine that would
apply to his area as well.
G-A: What do think about the
idea of phone registration for
classes?
NH: Yeah, sure. And we are
looking into that. We feel that we
handle the pre-registration of
classes pretty well, and I think
phone registration may be less
productive at GSU than some
place like Georgia State, in the
middle of the city. But we want
to have a registration system

mat s as convenient to tne students as possible, and we are
looking further into telephone
registration.
G-A: Are you pleased with the
progress of the new buildings?
NH: Yeah, the two new buildings? Yeah.
G-A: Do you see a lot more
continued growth?
NH: With the College of Education building, we have $85
million in new construction. That
includes the residence hall we
just completed, which was a relative small [$6 million] project. So
it's going to be a very exciting
period of construction.
G-A: How long are you hoping
to preside over this period of extreme growth, of constant
growth?
NH: We're entering a new
phase from growth of students to
growth of construction, which is
appropriate. We need to catch up
to provide the best services we
can to the students, and we're in
the process of doing that.
G-A: But you plan to be here

*.<•

for awhile? Do you have any plans
or aspirations ...
NH: I have no plans, and I
hope the university has no plans
for me.
G-A: There's nothing you're
looking at right now. But if something came up that was appealing to you, would you consider it?
NH: Well, I think by definition anyone would.
G-A: What would be appealing to you?
NH: Oh, I don't know. I'm very
happy in this position.
G-A I havejust one little question for you. Is the rumor true
that you drive your convertible
around with the top down in 30
degree weather?
NH: You can go out and look — the top is down.
G-A: So it doesn't matter what
the weather is?
NH: My preference is that if
you have a convertible, not to put
the top up.
G-A: What model is it?
NH: It's a 1995 Camaro convertible with a stick shift.
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STREET
FIGHTER

Starring Jean Claud Van Damme
and Raul Julia

JUNIOR

Starring
Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Danny DeVito

681-2708

EVERYDAY

Movie Information

405 Georgia Ave. Statesboro GA 30460
Business Office • 681-6634
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219 B SOUTH MAIN STREET
STATESBORO, GEORGIA 30458
(NEXT TO MIENEKE MUFFLER)
TEL: (912) 764-3537 .
FAX: (912) 764-9979
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ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
COPIES
FAXSERVICE
NUMBERING
RESUMES
TICKETS

81

TYPESETTING
NEWSLETTERS
ENVELOPES
BUSINESS CARDS
TICKETS
INVITATIONS
LETTERHEADS CARBONLESS
FORMS
BOOKBINDING
AND MORE-
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CONVENIENT HOURS
MON-FRI 8:30 AM-6:00 PM
SAT 9:00 AM-12:00 PM
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FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

Only $1,936. Or about $37. a month?

Macintosh Performa' 636 w/CD
8MBRAM/250MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive,
14" color display, keyboard, mouse and allthe
software you're likely to need.
Only $2,736. Or about $53. a month/

■•

Before you make a single payment
you'll have read a zillion pages
for 4 different classes, another
Super Bowl will have passed with
commercials better than the
game and you'll be making your
quarterly visit to the Laundromat.

t

*

Macintosh Performa" 6115 w/CD
8MB RAM/350MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive,
15" color display, keyboard, mouse and all
the software you're likely to need.

Only $3,680. Or about $70. a month?

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.*

erals without making a single payment for 90 days." Combine that with no hassles,

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; we're making it easier

no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use

for you to buy something else you really need-time. Because for a limited

Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day

time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can

Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the

own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

power every student needs. The power to be your best?

^£_
ADDIG '

For further information visit Eagle's Logic
Hampton Hall corner of Knight & Harvey Drive • 871-1145
Special pricing & loan program also available to faculty & staff
Power Macintosh™ 7100/80 w/CD
8MB RAM/700MB hard drive, CD-ROM
drive, color display, keyboard and mouse.
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College Cinemas
LION KING
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! NOW OPEN!
STARTS-FRIDAY

[

Deferred Apple Computer Loan offer expires February 17,1995. No payment of Merest or principal will be required for 90 days. (Some resellers may require a deposit to bold merchandise while loan is being approved.) Interest accruing during Ibis 90-day period will be added to principal, and the
principal amount, as so increased, will thereafter bear interestwhich willbe indudedm the repayment scbedute.Wonlbiy payment is an estimate based m Ik
ForthePerforma'636w/CDsystem shown here, a purchaseprice oj'$2■ 052.16, which includes 6% sales tax; including
loan fees, the total loan amount is $2,171.60, which residls in a monthly payment obligation of $37. For the Performa- 6115 w/CD system shown here, a purchase price of $2,900.16, which includes 6%saleslax; including loan fees, the total loan amount is $3,068.95, which results in a monthly payment
obligation of $53 For the Power Macintosh' 7100/80 w/CD system shown here, a purchase price of $3,900.80, which includes 6% sales tax; including loan fees, the total loan amount is $4,127.83, which results in a monthly payment obligation of $70. Computer system prices, loan amounts and sales taxes
may vary. See your authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative for current system prices, loan and lax amounts. Loans are for a minimum of $1,000 to a maximum of$10,000. You may take out more than one loan, but the total of all loans cannot exceed $10,000 annually. A 5.5% loan
origination fee will be added to tberequesledban amount. The interest rale is variable, based on the commercial paper rate plus 535%. For the month of November, 1994, the interest rate was 10.85% with an Annual Percentage Raleof12.10%. 8-yearloan term with no prepayment penally. Tbemonlbly
payment and the Annual Percentage Rale shown assume the 90-day deferment ofprincipal and mkresl described aliove and mother deferment ofprm<^
Computer Loan is subject lo credit approval. Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers available only to qualifying students, faculty and staff Offers available only from Apple or an authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative ©1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights
reserved Apple, theApple logo, Macmtosb, Performa and'The power to beymr best" are registered trademark ofAppte Computer, Im.AppkDesiffl and Powe^
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